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PRE-CRITICAL FLUCTUATIONSIN HEAVY FERMIONS� ��P. ShlottmannDepartment of Physis, Florida State UniversityTallahassee, Florida 32306, USA(Reeived July 10, 2002)Itinerant antiferromagneti order an gradually be suppressed by mis-mathing the nesting of the Fermi surfaes and a quantum ritial point isobtained as TN ! 0. Within a renormalization group approah we studythe instabilities to spin- and harge-density waves and superondutivity,the low-T spei� heat and the magneti suseptibility. All quantities in-rease on a logarithmi sale when T is lowered, similar to the non-Fermi-liquid behavior observed in some heavy fermion ompounds.PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 71.28.+d, 72.15.Qm, 75.20.HrNon-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior, e.g. in U0:2Y0:8Pd3, UCu5�xPdx andCeCu5:9Au0:1, manifests itself in deviations from the Fermi liquid (FL) [1℄in the spei� heat, the suseptibility and the resistivity, typially as a loga-rithmi or power-law dependene with T . The breakdown of the FL an betuned by hydrostati or hemial pressure, or a magneti �eld, and usuallytakes plae lose to the onset of antiferromagneti (AF) ordering.Theoretial attempts to explain these properties fall into four senar-ios. (i) The viinity of a T = 0 quantum phase transition [2�5℄ or Gri�thphase [6℄. (ii) A disorder indued distribution of Kondo temperatures [7, 8℄may lead to a ln(T )-dependene in the suseptibility and the spei� heat.(iii) The quadrupolar Kondo e�et also leads to a quantum ritial point(QCP) [9℄. (iv) Two-dimensional ritial ferromagneti �utuations ouplingto the ondution eletrons was proposed for CeCu6�xAux [10℄.Here we adopt the point of view of a QCP arising from AF orrelations(see [2℄). We onsider a band of heavy eletrons with two nested paraboli� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.�� The support by the National Siene Foundation under grant No. DMR01-05431 andthe Department of Energy under grant No. DE-FG02-98ER45797 is aknowledged.(391)



392 P. Shlottmannpokets, one eletron-like and the other hole-like, separated by a waveve-tor Q, and a repulsive interation between the eletrons induing itinerantAF. A nesting mismath is introdued by varying the hemial potential,but the temperature, hemial disorder or a magneti �eld lead to similarresults. With inreasing mismath TN is redued (long-range order is sup-pressed) and a QCP is obtained as TN ! 0. We study the pre-ritial regionusing a multipliative renormalization group (RG) approah [11℄.The kineti energy for eletrons in the two isotropi pokets isH0 = Xl=1;2k� "l(k)ylk�lk� ; (1)where "1(k) = k2=2m and "2(k) = E0 � k2=2m. Here k is measured fromthe enter of the respetive poket and E0 is the energy di�erene betweenthe bottom of the eletron and the top of the hole bands. The hemialpotential � partially �lls both bands and is measured from the eletron-holesymmetri situation, j�j < E0=2, and jkj is small ompared to the size ofthe Brillouin zone. The interation of eletrons between pokets isH12 = Xkk0q��0hV y1k+q�1k�y2k0�q�02k0�0 + Uy1k0+q�y2k�q�01k�02k0�i : (2)Here V and U represent the interation strength for small and large (ofthe order of Q) momentum transfer between the pokets, respetively. TheHubbard limit is obtained for V = U .The vertex orretions are logarithmi in the external energy parameterand are summed to leading order using the multipliative RG. The leadingvertex orretions are given by the zero-sound bubble diagrams (antiparallelpropagator lines). We onsider only one external energy variable ! andprojet all others onto the Fermi level. This is valid for heavy fermionswhere the !-dependene is more important than the k-dependene, but notfor transition metals. The energy ! is small ompared to the ut-o� energyE0, and that the density of states for eletrons and holes is onstant, �F.The notation in (2) is the same as for Luttinger liquids [12℄, althoughthe physis of this three-dimensional model is very di�erent. For a Luttingerliquid also the Cooper hannel (bubble with parallel propagator lines) is log-arithmially divergent [12℄. The anellations among diagrams then lead tothe renormalization of the group veloities and to harge and spin separation.Hene, the present model is very di�erent from a Luttinger liquid.The logarithmi orretions to the interation verties yield renormalizedinvariant ouplings (here � = ln[E0=(j!j + 2j�j)℄ with � (measured fromE0=2) being the mismath between the Fermi surfaes) [11℄~V = V �F1� V �F� ; 2 ~U � ~V = (2U � V )�F1 + (2U � V )�F� : (3)



Pre-Critial Flutuations in Heavy Fermions 393A divergent vertex indiates strong oupling and signals an instability.The staggered spin suseptibility in the perturbative regime is [11℄�S(Q; !) = �2�F�=(1� V �F�) : (4)The divergene signals the AF instability at TN = E0 exp[�1=(�FV )℄� 2j�j,the ondition for a QCP is TN = 0, and if TN < 0 the AF order has not yetdeveloped. The response to a harge density wave (CDW) is�(Q; !) = �2�F�=[1� (V � 2U)�F�℄; (5)suh that T = E0 expf�1=[�F(V � 2U)℄g � 2j�j for V > 2U . The Hubbardlimit, V = U > 0, is not unstable to CDW, but will exhibit AF if themismath between the Fermi surfaes is small.Due to the spin rotational invariane of the interation the response tosinglet and triplet superondutivity is the same. Superonduting �utua-tions play an important role as the AF instability is approahed, but sinethe logarithms enter the perturbation series only two orders later than inEq. (4), we onlude that the system is dominated by AF orrelations. NFLbehavior, AF order and superondutivity in the neighborhood of a QCPhave been observed in CePd2Si2 and CeIn3 under pressure [13℄.The renormalization of a propagator to next leading order is [11℄lnd(!) = �14 (2U � V )2�2F�1 + (2U � V )�F� � 34 V 2�2F�1� V �F� : (6)The -oe�ient of the spei� heat is given by [1 � ��=�i!℄, whih whenrenormalized is just the inverse of d(!), so that =0 = [d(T )℄�1 = m�(T )=m,where 0 refers to the noninterating system and d(T ) is (6) with ! = �Tin �. Hene,  inreases on a logarithmi sale as T is lowered.  divergesat TN, but remains �nite if the system does not order.The magneti suseptibility is obtained via FL relations [11℄�B = �2B�F[m�(T )=m℄f1 + ~U(T )[m�(T )=m℄g : (7)The �rst fator are the selfenergy insertions (T -dependent e�etive mass),while the seond fator represents the vertex insertion. As the ritial pointis approahed, both m� and ~U diverge, signaling the breakdown of the FL.The Wilson ratio is nonuniversal and T -dependent, (�B=�B0)=(=0) = 1 +~U [m�(T )=m℄. At the QCP , �B and the Wilson ratio all diverge.The e�etive thermal mass and the magneti suseptibility inrease ona logarithmi sale as T is redued and diverge at the ritial point, i.e. TN.The QCP is an unstable �xed point, i.e. it an only be reahed by perfetly
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